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Abstract:
As both social network structure and strength of influence between individuals evolve
constantly, it requires to track the influential nodes under a dynamic setting. To address this
problem, we explore the Influential Node Tracking (INT) problem as an extension to the
traditional Influence Maximization problem (IM) under dynamic social networks. While
Influence Maximization problem aims at identifying a set of k nodes to maximize the joint
influence under one static network, INT problem focuses on tracking a set of influential nodes
that keeps maximizing the influence as the network evolves. Utilizing the smoothness of the
evolution of the network structure, we propose an efficient algorithm, Upper Bound Interchange
Greedy (UBI) and a variant, UBI+. Instead of constructing the seed set from the ground, we start
from the influential seed set we find previously and implement node replacement to improve the
influence coverage. Furthermore, by using a fast update method by calculating the marginal gain
of nodes, our algorithm can scale to dynamic social networks with millions of nodes. Empirical
experiments on three real large-scale dynamic social networks show that our UBI and its
variants, UBI+ achieves better performance in terms of both influence coverage and running
time.
Algorithm Implementation
A greedy algorithm, as the name
suggests, always makes the choice that
seems to be the best at that moment. This
means that it makes a locally-optimal choice
in the hope that this choice will lead to a
globally-optimal solution.Assume that you
have an objective function that needs to be
optimized (either maximized or minimized)
at a given point. A Greedy algorithm makes
greedy choices at each step to ensure that the
objective function is optimized. The Greedy
algorithm has only one shot to compute the
optimal solution so that it never goes back
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and reverses the decision.Greedy algorithms
have some advantages and disadvantages:
1. It is quite easy to come up with a
greedy algorithm (or even multiple
greedy algorithms) for a problem.
2. Analyzing the run time for greedy
algorithms will generally be much
easier than for other techniques (like
Divide and conquer). For the Divide
and conquer technique, it is not clear
whether the technique is fast or slow.
This is because at each level of
recursion the size of gets smaller and
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the number of sub-problems
increases.
3. The difficult part is that for greedy
algorithms you have to work much
harder to understand correctness
issues. Even with the correct
algorithm, it is hard to prove why it
is correct. Proving that a greedy
algorithm is correct is more of an art
than a science. It involves a lot of
creativity.
Existing system:
The processes and dynamics by which
information and behaviors spread through
social networks have long interested
scientists within many areas. Understanding
such processes have the potential to shed
light on the human social structure, and to
impact the strategies used to promote
behaviors or products. While the interest in
the subject is long-standing, recent increased
availability of social network and
information diffusion data (through sites
such as Facebook, Twitter, and LinkedIn)
has raised the prospect of applying social
network analysis at a large scale to positive
effect. One particular application that has
been receiving interest in enterprises is to
use word-of-mouth effects as a tool for viral
marketing. Motivated by the marketing goal,
mathematical formalizations of influence
maximization have been proposed and
extensively studied by many researchers.
Influence maximization is the problem of
selecting a small set of seed nodes in a
social network, such that their overall
influence on other nodes in the network,
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defined according to particular models of
diffusion, is maximized.
Proposed system:
For real dynamic social network, it is
unlikely to have abrupt and drastic changes
in graph structure in a short period of time.
As a result, the similarity in structure of
graphs from two consecutive snapshots
could lead to similar seed sets that maximize
the influence under each graph. Based on the
above idea, we propose UBI algorithm for
the INT problem, in which we find the seed
set that maximizes the influence under Gt+1
based on the seed set St we have already
found for graph Gt. Instead of constructing
the seed set for graph Gt+1 from the ground,
we start with St and continually update by
replacing the nodes in St to improve the
influence coverage. Our algorithm first uses
an initial set and several rounds of
interchange heuristic to maximize the
influence, as mentioned in the paper. So the
interchange heuristic obviously works on a
snapshot graph. When extended to the
dynamic graph, our algorithm only needs to
interchange for a few more rounds after each
time window and can achieve a faster
update. More detailed descriptions about
how our method works on the snapshot
graphs and dynamic networks will be
presented in the next two subsections.
Architecture Diagram
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Modules:
1.Influence Maximization Module
2. Influential Node Tracking Module
3.Upper bounds comparison Module
4. Upper Bound of Node Replacement Gain
Module
Influence Maximization Module
Marketing campaign is usually not a onetime deal, instead enterprises carry out a
sustaining campaign to promote their
products by seeding influential nodes
continuously. Often, a marketing campaign
may last for months or years, where the
company periodically allocates budgets to
the selected influential users to utilize the
power of the word-of-mouth effect. Under
this situation, it is natural and important to
realize that social or information networks
are always dynamics, and their topology
evolves constantly over time. For example,
links appear and disappear when users
follow/unfollow others in Twitter or
friend/unfriend
others
in
Facebook.
Moreover, the strength of influence also
keeps changing, as you are more influenced
by your friends who you contact frequently,
while the influence from a friend usually
dies down as time elapses if you do not
contact with each other. As a result, a set of
nodes influential at one time may lead to
poor influence coverage after the evolution
of social network, which suggests that using
one static set as seeds across time could lead
to unsatisfactory performance.
Influential Node Tracking Module
The traditional Influence Maximization
problem aims at finding influential nodes for
only one static social network. However,
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real-world social networks are seldom static.
Both the structure and also the influence
strength associated with the edges change
constantly. As a result, the seed set that
maximizes the influence coverage should be
constantly updated according to the
evolution of the network structure and the
influence strength. In this work, we model
the dynamic social network as a series of
snapshot graphs, G1,. . . , GT . We assume
that the nodes remain the same while the
edges in each snapshot graph change across
different time intervals. Each snapshot graph
is modeled as a directed network, Gt =
(V;Et), which includes edges appearing
during the periods under consideration.
Moreover, a set of propagation probabilities
Pt u;v is associated with each snapshot
graph Gt. Our goal is to track a series of
seed sets, denoted as St; t = 1; : : : ; T, that
maximizes the influence function t() at each
of the snapshot Gt.
Upper bounds comparison Module
Upper bound termed as active nodes’ path
excluded upper bound (AB), is theoretically
tighter than the upper bound proposed ,
which we call it the naive upper bound
(NB). In order to validate our theory, we run
empirical experiments to compare our bound
AB with the naive upper bound. We first
extract a series of snapshot graphs from
Mobile datasets by setting both time window
and time difference to one hour. We run
equivalent number of iterations in
computing both AB and NB on the same
node set with size k = 30 where propagation
probabilities are set according to DWA
model. The seed set is selected by Greedy
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algorithm that maximizes the influence
under each snapshot. As is shown in Figure
9, our bound is consistently tighter than the
naive bound proposed in as suggested by
our theory. It should be noticed that the poor
performance of NB under DWA model is
due to the fact that sometimes NB fails to
converge in Mobile network.
Upper Bound of Node Replacement Gain
Module
In this section, we illustrate the only
mysterious part in our UBI algorithm,
namely the computation of the upper bound
of the replacement gain u;vs (S). Zhou et al.
first use the upper bound on influence
function to accelerate the greedy algorithm
in influential seeds selection . we propose a
tighter upper bound on the replacement gain
by excluding the influence along paths,
which include incoming edges to the seed
set. We have shown previously how to
compute a tighter bound on the replacement
gain for one static network with a fixed seed
set S. However, as network changes
constantly, we need to update the upper
bound according to the changes in
propagation probability. Moreover, as we
include new node into the seed set S, we
also need to update the upper bound as the
propagation probability matrix PG(S+T)
also changes.
Conclusion:
We explore a novel problem, namely
Influential Node Tracking problem, as an
extension of Influence Maximization
problem to dynamic networks, which aims
at tracking a set of influential nodes
dynamically such that the influence spread is
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maximized at any moment. We propose an
efficient algorithm UBI to solve the INT
problem based idea of the Interchange
Greedy method.We utilize the upper bound
on node replacement gain to accelerate the
process. Moreover, an efficient method for
updating the upper bound is proposed to
handle the evolution of the network
structure. Extensive experiments on three
real social networks show that our method
outperforms state-of-the-art baselines in
terms of both influence coverage and
running time. Then we propose UBI+
algorithm that improves the computation of
the upper bound and achieves better
influence spread.
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